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Introduction
Interictal epileptic discharges (IEDs) are closely related to seizures [1] [2] [3] . The maximal hemodynamic response to scalp IEDs in EEG/fMRI studies localizes with high probability the seizure-onset-zone (SOZ) 4 and the spike-onset-zone 5 in focal epilepsy. Resection of this region indicates a good outcome [6] [7] [8] . However, seizures may remain in some cases 9 , which calls for research into the generation and propagation of IEDs and seizures.
Studying the propagation of IEDs is important to understand epileptic networks 10, 11 and aid in intracerebral EEG (iEEG) implantation planning. High synchrony of intracerebral IED activity was found between regions inside widespread Jianpo Su #6 hemodynamic responses in EEG/fMRI studies 12 . Other multimodal analyses, however, revealed that measures of functional connectivity by iEEG and BOLD signals give complementary but sometimes inconsistent information 13 . Intrinsic and task-dependent coupling was found between iEEG and fMRI connectivity 14,15 , indicating that the two modalities often provide parallel connectivity information.
Therefore, as fMRI-based functional network relates to the iEEG network during the interictal period, the fMRI functional network based in IEDs may predict IED emergence in iEEG.
We hypothesize that fMRI-based connectivity may indicate non-invasively the presence of IEDs observed in iEEG. In patients with focal epilepsy, we used EEG/fMRI to locate the maximal BOLD response to scalp IEDs. Taking the peak voxel as seed, a functionally connected zone (FCZ) was defined. IED rates in iEEG channels inside and outside the FCZ were compared to determine whether IEDs are more probable inside this zone. If so, it becomes possible to define non-invasively brain regions where IEDs are likely to be present.
Methods

Subjects
Among the patients who participated in EEG/fMRI procedures between April 2006 and 2015, we identified 38 subjects with drug-resistant focal epilepsy who had a statistically significant BOLD response and also underwent stereo-EEG (SEEG) implantation for surgical evaluation. The implantation was performed independently Jianpo Su #7 of the experimental EEG/fMRI procedure and occurred usually a few months later.
Standard protocol approvals, registrations, and patient consents
Written informed consent for the EEG/fMRI procedure was obtained from each patient and the research was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the Montreal Neurological Institute and Hospital.
EEG/fMRI acquisition and analysis
EEG/fMRI acquisition and analysis were performed as in previous studies 8, 16, 17 .
The detailed procedures are provided in the supplementary information (Appendix S1).
Selection and categorization of study
We checked the maximal BOLD response of each study to see whether there were iEEG electrodes within the region. Only the studies having an electrode within 2 cm of the peak voxel were included 4 . The distance of 2cm was used since the electrode spacing is rarely less than 2cm, making it the best precision we can get. Studies without electrodes in the maximal BOLD response were excluded due to inability of judging concordance between iEEG findings and BOLD results. According to the criteria described in a previous publication 4 , in the t-map resulting from an EEG/fMRI study, the relationship between clusters with the highest and second highest t-values seizure-onset zone (SOZ) as defined in a subsequent iEEG study. Classification analysis based on support vector machine was done using 1 and 2 as features. Let = | 1 |, = (| 1 | − | 2 |), it was found that the value z = 0.025 + 0.080 , was a good variable to separate studies very likely to have concordant SOZ and maximal BOLD 4 . If the maximal BOLD response is highly significant (large value of 1 ) and the second highest response is much less significant ( 2 much smaller than 1 ) or there is no other significant response ( 2 <3.1), it is very likely that the maximal BOLD response points to the SOZ. We selected the value z > 0.4 as indicating a first group of studies in which BOLD and SOZ were all concordant. For values of z<0.4, some studies were concordant and some were discordant. We separated them into the concordant studies (group 2) and the discordant studies (group 3). The studies in these three groups were analyzed separately.
The SOZ was defined in the SEEG as the first change in the EEG leading to an unequivocal seizure discharge 18 . Concordance between the maximum BOLD and the SOZ was present if the channel closest to the maximum BOLD (within 20mm) was part of the SOZ.
Intracerebral EEG acquisition
Multi-contacts stereo-EEG electrodes (DIXI Medical, Besancon, France) were implanted using image-guided stereotaxy and set up as in previous studies 19, 20 . iEEGs were recorded using the Harmonie EEG system (Stellate, Montreal, Canada) at a sampling rate of 2000Hz. iEEG data were analyzed using a bipolar montage between Jianpo Su #9 adjacent contacts on each electrode. Electro-oculographic-electromyographic and/or subdermal thin wire electrodes 21 were used, allowing identification of sleep stages.
Assessment of vigilance state during EEG-fMRI and selection of interictal iEEG recordings
Patient's vigilance state during EEG-fMRI were evaluated. For iEEG segments that fulfilled our inclusion criteria, their vigilance states were also evaluated. The first continuous 6-minute (matching the time length of each fMRI run) iEEG with IEDs in any channel and matching vigilance state was chosen for analysis. More details of the vigilance states evaluation and our inclusion criteria for iEEG are provided in supplementary information (Appendix S2). Figure 1A) fMRI images preprocessing for functional connectivity analysis was done following the pipeline of previous study 22 . Details are provided in supplementary information (Appendix S3).
Functional Connectivity Zone (
The maximal BOLD of different types of IEDs in each subject was analyzed separately. The voxel with maximal absolute t-value and its neighboring 26 voxels (voxels that are within one voxel diameter to the center voxel) was set as seed and its mean time series was computed to represent the activity of the region 23, 24 . Pearson's correlation coefficients with this seed were calculated for all other voxels in the brain and the r-values were normalized using Fisher's transformation to derive the connectivity measure, resulting in a whole-brain functional connectivity map for each run. Second-level analysis was conducted for each study, on the connectivity matrices corresponding to the different runs, using a one-sample t-test. Significantly connected voxels were identified using an uncorrected p<0.001 significance threshold and contiguous voxel size>10. The Functional Connectivity Zone (FCZ) was defined as the set of all voxels with significant connectivity to the maximal BOLD seed.
Additionally, the average connectivity of each voxel inside the FCZ across all runs was calculated for each study and back-transformed to r-value.
Localization and classification of iEEG channels ( Figure 1B) Post-implantation MR or CT images were linearly co-registered to the preimplantation T1-weighted image using MINC tools (https://github.com/BIC-MNI).
The trajectory and localization of each electrode was manually marked in the post-implantation MRI or CT. The coordinates of each electrode contact were computed from the distance between contacts and the coordinates of the entry and end points of the electrodes, using a visualization platform for neuro-navigation (IBIS) 25 .
The coordinates of bipolar channels were computed as the midpoint of two adjacent contacts. We used SPM-12 (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) to segment the preimplantation T1-weighted image and create a mask of cerebral cortex to exclude channels outside the brain. Channels were classified as inside or outside the FCZ, based on their location. Channels within 20mm of the maximal BOLD voxel were excluded since at such a short distance volume conduction could affect EEG activity 26 ,
masking the effect of the neuronal propagation that we aim to study. Figure 1C )
IED detection in iEEG (
The large amount of iEEG data and channels makes manual detection of IEDs very time-consuming. Moreover, the inter-rater reliability among experts is highly variable 27 , with a false detection rate that may disturb our analysis. Therefore, we adopted the automatic IED detection algorithm proposed by Janca et al 28 Median] is applied for initial IED detection; the optimum 1 in the mentioned study is 3.65, determined empirically through cross-validation 28 . Besides the original method, to eliminate false detections caused by bursts of rhythmic activity such as alpha activity, we set a rule that if 4 or more consecutive 120msec segments have probability above 90% of being classified as IEDs, they will be considered a burst of rhythmic activity and not labelled as IEDs.
The IED detection was repeated with parameter 1 varying between 3 and 4, in steps of 0.05, to ensure that results were not affected by detection sensitivity. A subset of candidate IEDs was randomly selected across all patients and visually validated by Jianpo Su #12 an expert to qualitatively confirm adequate performance.
Statistical analysis (Figure 1D)
After IED detection, the IED rate at each channel was divided by the median IED rate in all channels of each subject to emphasize inter-regional rate differences rather than absolute differences. The IED rates in channels inside and outside the FCZ (i.e. in regions with or without significant connectivity to the maximal BOLD) were grouped, and a two-sample t-test was conducted to determine whether there was a difference in IED rates between channels inside and outside the FCZ in the three groups of studies. Effect size (Hedge's g) and degree of freedom (DOF) were calculated for better evaluation of the statistical analysis. We also conducted the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS-test), a nonparametric statistical test in order to confirm our findings in the two-sample t-tests.
For verification, we randomly chose three seeds in the cerebral cortex, at least 20 mm away from the maximal BOLD seeds of all studies of each subject and outside the FCZ of each study. The corresponding seed-based functional connectivity maps were computed and the channels reclassified following the same procedure as for the maximal BOLD seed. Identical statistical analysis was done to compare IED rates inside and outside the FCZ based on the random seeds.
The Euclidean distance between iEEG channel and the maximal BOLD voxel could be a factor of importance in IED presence, i.e., channels close to the maximal BOLD may exhibit more IEDs purely as a function of distance and regardless of Jianpo Su #13 functional connectivity. The laterality between channels and the maximal BOLD response may also affect IED presence, i.e., channels in the same hemisphere as maximal BOLD may exhibit more IEDs. We used a two-sample t-test to determine if there was a difference in distance between the channels inside and outside the FCZ.
Then the between-group difference in normalized IED rate was recalculated using the distance to the maximal BOLD and laterality factor as covariate. The normalized IED rate was regarded as explanatory variable while the distance and laterality factor as dependent variables. Linear regression was then applied and the residual was the regressed IED rate, thus eliminating the potential effects of distance and laterality.
Correlation analysis
For channels inside the FCZ, we calculated the Spearman's correlation coefficient between functional connectivity and the IED rate in the three groups to see if higher functional connectivity was related to higher IED rates. Here the functional connectivity of a channel was determined as the r-value of the voxel overlapping it.
Data availability
Anonymized data not published within this article will be available upon request for qualified investigators, under approval by the research ethics board of the Montreal Neurological Institute and Hospital.
Results
Jianpo Su #14
Among the 38 selected patients, 22 had one type of IED, 7 had two, 6 had three, and 3 had four, for a total of 66 IED-related studies. Sixteen studies without significant BOLD response in the gray matter and 10 without implantation in the maximal BOLD response were excluded. Two subjects were also excluded because they did not have an iEEG segment matching the vigilance state during the EEG/fMRI study. Hence, 37 studies from 25 patients were analyzed (clinical and electrophysiologic characteristics in Table S1 ). Seventeen studies were categorized in Group 1 (distinct peak BOLD i.e. z>0.04 and SOZ concordance), 12 in Group 2 (SOZ concordance but less distinct peak BOLD i.e. z0.04) and 8 in Group 3 (discordant between SOZ and peak BOLD). The first and second studies in patient 3 of Group 2 had identical maximal BOLD peak voxel and were in the same group; we therefore excluded the second study with lower t-value. Eleven studies were left in Group 2.
Functional connectivity analysis
The average duration of EEG/fMRI recording was 58.8 min (range, 30-90); thus approximately 10 functional connectivity matrices were calculated for each subject since a matrix was obtained for each 6-min run. After the second-level analysis across the runs, a mask of the FCZ and a mean functional connectivity map were generated for each study. Figures 2 to 4 show that the FCZs distributed bilaterally and diffusely, showing widespread rather than focal characteristics.
Localization and classification of iEEG contacts
There was a total of 2385 contacts and an average of 95 contacts (range, 44-128) per subject. After excluding 117 contacts outside the cortex, we combined adjacent contacts to create bipolar montages, resulting in 1554 bipolar channels, with a median of 62 channels (range, 20-115) per subject. Five noisy channels with abnormal amplitude and waveform were removed in three subjects. In Group 1, 147 channels were excluded due to their close distance to the maximal BOLD voxel (< 20mm), resulting in 358 channels inside and 553 outside the FCZ. In Group 2, 99 channels were excluded, resulting in 185 channels inside the FCZ and 596 outside. In Group 3, 33 channels were excluded, 67 channels were inside the FCZ and 490 were outside.
iEEG data and IED detection
Six-minute iEEG data was selected for each subject. By using the optimal IED detection parameter 1 = 3.65 28 IED rates in channels within the FCZ are higher than that in channels outside the FCZ.
In Figure 3 (example from Group 2), channels inside the FCZ also have more IEDs than channels outside the FCZ. In Figure 4 (example from Group 3), no difference in normalized IED rates can be seen between channels inside and outside the FCZ.
Statistical analysis
We compared the IED rates between channels inside and outside the FCZ under the same IED detection parameter 1 using a right-tail (rates inside the FCZ > rates outside the FCZ) two-sample t-test. We used the optimum 1 = 3.65 first. In Group 1, the rates inside the FCZ were significantly larger than outside the FCZ (two-sample t-test: p-value = 2.6 × 10 −6 , t-value = 4.60, effect size = 0.36, DOF = 762; KS-test: p-value = 4.2 × 10 −6 , Figure 5A ). In Group 2, the inequality held with lower significance (two-sample t-test: p-value = 1.2 × 10 −3 , t-value = 3.05, effect size = 0.26, DOF = 779; KS-test: p-value = 1.5 × 10 −3 , Figure 5B ). In Group 3, no superiority in IED rates was seen in channels inside the FCZ compared to channels outside the FCZ (two-sample t-test: p-value = 0.97, t-value = -1.95, effect size = -0.25, DOF = 555; KS-test: p-value = 0.77, Figure 5C ). We then varied 1 from 3 to 4 in steps of 0.05 and the difference remained significant in Group 1 (maximal p < 10 −4 ) and Group 2 (maximal p < 0.002). The result for Group 3 held as well (minimal p = 0.968). If IED rates are averaged for each study to remove the effect of unequal number of channels across patients, inside and outside the FCZ, the difference between groups remains statistically significant (Group 1: p=0.026; Group 2: p=0.057; Jianpo Su #17 Group 3: p=0.99).
For further verification, we randomly selected three seeds at least 20mm away from the maximal BOLD voxel of all studies in each subject and applied the same analysis to examine the difference of IED rates under the optimal IED detection parameter 1 = 3.65. There was no significant difference in the IED rates inside and outside the zone functionally connected to the random seeds (for the three sets of random seeds we got =0.25, p=0.99, p=0.21; Figure 6A -C).
We compared the Euclidian distance between channels and the maximal BOLD voxel and found a shorter distance for channels inside the FCZ compared to channels outside in all three groups ( < 10 −11 , < 10 −3 , < 10 −4 for Group 1, Group 2 and Group 3, respectively, Figure 7A ). To account for the effect of distance between channels and the maximal BOLD voxel as well as laterality, we regressed the distance and laterality factors out of the IED rates and compared the regressed IED rates inside and outside the FCZ. The difference in the mean remained significant for Group 1 ( = 1.5 × 10 −6 for the IED detection parameter 1 = 3.65 and < 4 × 10 −5 in the 3< 1 <4 range) and Group 2 ( = 0.013 for the IED detection parameter 1 = 3.65 and < 0.017 in the 3< 1 <4 range). In Group 3, regressed IED rates in channels inside the FCZ were not larger than that of channels outside the FCZ ( > 0.994 in the 3< 1 <4 range). The results after regression of distance are shown in Figure 7B .
Correlation analysis
Jianpo Su #18
There was a significant correlation between IED rates and the average functional connectivity value at the location of the channels in the FCZ in Group 1 (Spearman's correlation coefficient r = 0.13, p <0.05, Figure 8A ), while in Group 2 (Spearman's correlation coefficient r = 0.13, p =0.09, Figure 8B ) and Group 3 (Spearman's correlation coefficient r = 0.09, p =0.47, Figure 8C ) this correlation was not significant.
Discussion
Functional connectivity as measured by resting state fMRI is a reliable and effective metric to determine functional coordination and interaction between different brain regions 30, 31 . In the present study we compared fMRI responses related to scalp IEDs to subsequent iEEG investigations. We found that, in fMRI studies having maximal BOLD response concordant with iEEG-defined SOZ, iEEG channels in the regions functionally connected to the maximal BOLD have higher IED rates than channels outside the functionally connected regions. Among these studies, those with a distinct, relatively isolated maximal BOLD response show a correlation between IED rates and functional connectivity strength. Our findings suggest that fMRI connectivity is a marker of the spatial distribution of IEDs and can reveal, non-invasively, the brain regions where IEDs are likely to be present in a subsequent invasive iEEG study.
In a previous study, we examined the relationship between iEEG activity and the different BOLD clusters of the t-map from the EEG/fMRI analysis 12 
. Only t-maps
Jianpo Su #19 with more than one activation cluster were studied, focusing on regions that were active at the time of scalp IEDs and reflecting intracranial events widespread enough to be seen on the scalp. However, in iEEG, there are locally generated interictal activities not strong or spatially extended enough to be seen on the scalp. This local activity could still be reflected in the BOLD signal 12 , or indirectly as ongoing functional connectivity that parallels the spiking distribution, as we demonstrate in this study. In this situation, functional connectivity analysis could predict the regions involved in spiking.
Several studies have investigated epileptic networks through resting state fMRI analysis [32] [33] [34] . The present study uses a different approach to find epileptic networks, performing a seed-based analysis with a seed selected in the core of the network.
Other seeds such as EEG or MEG sources or MRI lesions could be considered as well.
We used IED rates as measures of whether a region is in an epileptic network instead of the more commonly used correlation between channels showing epileptic discharges 12, 22 . A correlation measure or similar EEG functional connectivity metric might not account for interictal activity propagating with long latency. Moreover, secondary epileptogenic zones that also generate IEDs 35 under the indirect influence of the focus, may result in low functional connectivity with the network core because their IEDs are not time-locked with that of the core. Our focus is on the relationship between BOLD functional connectivity and the intensity of iEEG interictal activity.
The IED rate objectively reflects the amount of interictal activity in each channel, Jianpo Su #20 regardless of any time delay or effect of secondary sources, making it a suitable choice for our study.
A correlation was found between strength of fMRI connectivity and IED rate in channels inside the FCZ in Group 1 but not in Group 2. This indicates that a distinct and concordant maximal BOLD response in EEG/fMRI may represent a clear and "dominant" epileptic focus from which epileptic activity spreads. Therefore, the functional connectivity between this focus and other brain regions may be able to delineate with some precision the interictal epileptic network. Although concordant with the SOZ, a less distinct maximal BOLD (our Group 2 with z  0.4) may represent a more complex pattern of the epileptic discharges that are not as fully determined by the activity of the maximal BOLD. For instance, there may be intrinsic epileptogenicity outside the maximal BOLD, where the influence of the region of maximal BOLD is weak.
One may ask whether the functional connectivity can be dominated by the response to scalp IEDs, rendering the functional connectivity zone similar to the BOLD response zone. We estimated the amount of time during which the BOLD signals may be affected by scalp IEDs and the percentage is 19.5%. Therefore, the functional connectivity maps in our analysis are mainly dependent on the background BOLD signal rather than on the presence of IEDs. Physical distance away from the peak BOLD and laterality did not have an effect in our results; the influence of the region of maximal BOLD over functionally connected regions occurs through neuronal pathways relatively independently of Jianpo Su #21 distance and laterality. This applies to regions not immediately around the maximal BOLD since previous studies hypothesized that within a short distance to the source of a discharge, the amplitude of the discharge decreases as the inverse square of the distance from the source, reflecting volume conduction 36, 37 . Although validation showed that the decrease does not obey the rule strictly 38 , distance was suggested to be influential only in a close neighborhood. Since we selected channels a relatively long distance from the peak BOLD voxel (>20mm), the effects of volume conduction appear negligible. As for laterality, since the FCZ of all the studies involved both hemispheres with high symmetry, it is not surprising that channels inside and outside the FCZ were also distributed in a similar way. Therefore, laterality should not be a decisive factor of IED rates. EEG/fMRI studies were correlated with the iEEG-defined SOZ and separated in three groups. If we use the non-invasive EEG/fMRI analysis alone (without knowing the iEEG-defined SOZ), EEG-fMRI studies can be separated in two groups: those with a distinct maximal BOLD response and those without a distinct response. We suggest that for the studies with a distinct BOLD response, most iEEG channels inside the FCZ exhibited IEDs and our non-invasive functional connectivity method can indicate brain regions that are likely to have high IED rates in iEEG, which could help to plan iEEG electrode implantation.
Methodological considerations and future research
As with any iEEG study, spatial sampling is limited. However, in all studies there Jianpo Su #22 were channels inside and outside the FCZ. The fMRI and iEEG were not carried out simultaneously but we nevertheless found statistically significant difference in this situation, pointing to a robust relationship between functional connectivity and IED rates. This relationship might be stronger if the studies had been done simultaneously.
We did not evaluate the latency between IEDs, which may better describe the propagation of IEDs 12 . Since we were evaluating interictal activity across the whole brain, including regions highly correlated with the network core (maximum BOLD) and regions unrelated to this core, latency could not be computed in channels without IEDs. In contrast, the IED rate can be obtained in all channels, which allowed answering our research question. responses were also concordant with the SOZ. IED rates in channels inside the FCZ are also significantly higher than those outside the FCZ ( = 0.001); (C) The maximal BOLD responses in patients of Group 3 are discordant with the SOZ. IED rates in channels inside the FCZ are not higher than channels outside the FCZ ( = 0.974). channels inside the FCZ are significantly higher than outside. ( = 1.5 × 10 −6 , = 0.013 respectively). In Group 3, IED rates in channels inside the FCZ are no higher than outside ( = 0.995). Inequality signs in the X-axis indicate right-tail two-sample t-test. 
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